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Abstract
Random Recurrent Neural Networks (RRNN) are
the simplest recurrent networks to model and extract
features from sequential data. The simplicity how-
ever comes with a price; RRNN are known to be
susceptible to diminishing/exploding gradient prob-
lem when trained with gradient-descent based opti-
mization. To enhance robustness of RRNN, alterna-
tive training approaches have been proposed. Specifi-
cally, FORCE learning approach proposed a recur-
sive least squares alternative to train RRNN and was
shown to be applicable even for the challenging task
of target-learning, where the network is tasked with
generating dynamic patterns with no guiding input.
While FORCE training indicates that solving target-
learning is possible, it appears to be effective only
in a specific regime of network dynamics (edge-of-
chaos). We thereby investigate whether initialization
of RRNN connectivity according to a tailored distri-
bution can guarantee robust FORCE learning. We
are able to generate such distribution by inference of
four generating principles constraining the spectrum
of the network Jacobian to remain in stability region.
This initialization along with FORCE learning pro-
vides a robust training method, i.e., Robust-FORCE
(R-FORCE). We validate R-FORCE performance on
various target functions for a wide range of network
configurations and compare with alternative methods.
Our experiments indicate that R-FORCE facilitates
significantly more stable and accurate target-learning
for a wide class of RRNN. Such stability becomes
critical in modeling multi-dimensional sequences as
we demonstrate on modeling time-series of human
body joints during physical movements.
1. Introduction
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) effectively learn
features which characterize multi-dimensional se-
quential data. RNN utilize these features to solve
a variety of machine learning problems such as clas-
sification, semantic understanding, translation, syn-
thesis [1]. Incorporation of RNN in systems with
sequential inputs and/or outputs indeed enhanced
performance in various application fields such as
natural language processing, robot control, speech
recognition, music composition, and human action
modeling or recognition [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. No-
tably, while the nature of the applications and of
the sequences types is distinct, the structure of the
underlying RNN is based on a single major princi-
ple of gated-units (e.g. LSTM, GRU) and training
with gradient-descent back-propagation optimiza-
tion [10, 11].
The narrow choice of network architectures is due
to the fact that RNN with no particular structure,
called vanilla or random-RNN (RRNN), turn out
to be non-robust and are susceptible to diminish-
ing/exploding gradient problem when trained with
gradient descent. While gated-RNN alleviate these
problems, they leave an important question yet
to be resolved: are there alternative architectures
and training approaches naturally applicable to se-
quences? and if yes, what are they? Furthermore, it
is intriguing to find out if these architectures are bio-
logically plausible and could inherit the effectiveness
of brain networks in processing multi-dimensional
sequences and tasks.
A fundamental task upon which networks can be
tested is the task of target-learning where the output
of the network is a sequence that the network gener-
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ates. In such a setup, the network does not receive
input and is expected to generate the prescribed
target after training. Networks aimed at this task
are often termed as liquid state machines as they can
reorganize their weights and set their output without
input to guide target generation. Similarly to other
tasks, gradient-descent training of RRNN for the
target-learning task turns out to be inherently unsta-
ble. The problem stems from two aspects: (i) RRNN
are either quiescent or chaotic for most parameter
settings sampled from the normal distribution. Both
states are fundamentally considered "non-trainable"
since they require to either control chaos or to pre-
vent dissipation of energy [12]. For a few parameters,
the network might be in a transitional state between
these two states (i.e., edge-of-chaos). (ii) Training
RRNN with gradient descent optimization will typi-
cally run into the diminishing/exploding gradients
problem.
Several methods have been introduced in an at-
tempt to resolve the aforementioned challenges and
proposed alternative network architectures and train-
ing. The Echo State approach proposed to clamp the
network during training to achieve a feed-forward
propagation [13]. Such architecture is designed to
avoid the delay effects and chaotic dynamics of recur-
rences in RRNN. While such architecture can indeed
support variants of target-learning, it turned out to
be sensitive to perturbations and require longer train-
ing [14, 15, 16]. To tackle sensitivity in both train-
ing and performance, an alternative optimization
approach was proposed for RRNN. The approach is
named First Order Reduced and Controlled Error
(FORCE) and proposed to replace gradient-descent
back-propagation with recursive least-square train-
ing and feedback with fixed random weights [17].
The recursive least-squares method computes an in-
verse correlation matrix and utilizes the feedback to
rapidly dampen the error to converge to the desired
target as training proceeds. The method was shown
to successfully train RRNN on target-learning tasks
with various configurations. In particular, it was
shown to succeed in training Rank1-RRNN, which
are highly challenging as they consist of a single
trainable read-out unit which receives input from a
reservoir of units connected by fixed weights. Such a
structure hints at plausible similar network configura-
tions in the brain which have been shown to include
read-out neurons summing up information from a
neural population and to use synaptic plasticity of
only particular neurons. Such a setup is perplexing
from machine learning perspective as well since it
constraints the optimization to a single dimension
of the adjacency matrix.
For both Rank1- and RankN-RRNN, FORCE
method was shown to perform well when the net-
work prior to training is set in the edge-of-chaos
regime, i.e., when the global scaling parameter of
the connectivity, g, is in the range of [1.3, 1.5]. In
this regime, FORCE training achieves low errors and
these errors continue to be controlled after training.
Interestingly, even in this regime, performance would
not be flawless such that in the most optimal regime
there would exist about 15% of network initializa-
tions for which the generated sequence diverges from
the target. In a recent adaptation of FORCE (Full-
FORCE) the failure rates were reduced to lower per-
centages of about 7% by incorporation of auxiliary
RRNN [18]. Such an approach enhances robustness,
however, requires longer training and is unable to
fully exclude failures.
Concurrently, methods for stabilization of train-
ing for gradient-descent back-propagation besides
the direct approach of gradient clipping and nor-
malization [19, 20, 21] were developed. Such meth-
ods impose additional constraints on the connectiv-
ity with the aim of generating RNN types which
support optimal training and validation perfor-
mance. A wide class of such approaches is spec-
tral initialization of connectivity matrices accord-
ing to a particular distribution, e.g., requiring
the matrices to be identity, orthogonal or anti-
symmetric [22, 17, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
Indeed, analysis of RNN as a discrete dynamical
system suggests that these constraints lead to ro-
bust network models. The analysis computes the
Jacobian matrix of RNN states step by step as they
process the sequence with respect to initial network
states. The position of the Jacobian matrix spectrum
with respect to the stability region in the complex
plane indicates possible stability or instability of the
states [31, 32]. For eigenvalues outside of the sta-
bility region, their respective eigenvectors represent
unstable directions, while for eigenvalues inside the
stability region, their respective eigenvectors rep-
resent stable directions. It is, therefore, suggested
to set the eigenvalues close to the boundary of the
stability region to avoid both instabilities and rapid
decay. In particular, [30] proposed the Antisymmet-
ric RNN which sets up the initial connectivity as an
antisymmetric matrix such that all eigenvalues are
in a narrow band near the imaginary axis. In this
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case, while the Antisymmetric RNN was shown to
be trained using back propagation for classification
tasks on MNIST and CIFAR10, this initialization
can’t be directly utilized in FORCE training for
target-learning task, as we show in Section 2.
In this work we analyze the spectral properties
of the Jacobian that allow FORCE training to be
a successful procedure for RRNN. We then proceed
and summarize these successful spectral properties
into four generating principles for the distribution of
connectivity weights. The generating principles pro-
vide a method for initialization of the connectivity by
sampling from this distribution. We call the method
Robust FORCE (R-FORCE) since it facilitates sta-
ble evolution of network states and efficient training
in conjunction with FORCE weight optimization.
We demonstrate that R-FORCE performance on
target-learning task is superior to previously pro-
posed approaches. Furthermore, the performance
is robust for a wide range of g values for various
RRNN including Rank1-RRNN architecture. The
robustness is expressed in achieving both a smaller
average error over trials and targets and also in
a narrower confidence interval, i.e., fewer outliers.
This becomes critical in cases where the RRNN is
expected to simultaneously model multi-dimensional
targets. As the dimension of the target increases,
the outliers are more likely to occur. We demon-
strate such a scenario on an example of modeling 3D
body joint dynamics where the joints coordinates
are represented by 66 sequences.
2. Spectral Analysis of Rank1-RNN
and FORCE Learning
Rank1-RRNN architecture, illustrated in Fig. 1,
is the simplest RRNN architecture proposed for
FORCE target-learning [17]. The network is a re-
current neural network with firing rate units xi(t)
representing the activity of N units, i.e. i = 1, ...., N ,
where the activity variables follow the evolution equa-
tion
τ
dxi
dt
= −xi + g
N∑
j=1
mij tanh(xj) + wfiz. (1)
The xi units (reservoir) are connected through the
adjacency matrix M = {mij} of connection weights
which are scaled by a single parameter g. In Rank1-
RRNN these values are fixed and are initially set to
a sample from the normal distribution N(0, 1√
pN
),
where N is the number of neurons and p ∈ [0, 1]
Figure 1: Rank1-RRNN setup. As defined in
Eq. 1, a reservoir of xi units (red) initialized with
fixed connectivity M(black) is activated by tanh (ri
units (navy)) and fully connected by ~w (green) to a
read-out unit z (purple). The network also includes a
fixed feedback from the read-out unit to the reservoir
(~wf (blue)). During training only the vector ~w is
modified.
indicates the sparsity of M . In addition to xi units,
there is a read-out unit z, which receives input from
all activated xi units, i.e., ri and linearly integrates
the inputs using the weight vector ~w
~r(t) = tanh(~x(t)), z(t) = ~r(t)T ~w. (2)
In addition, the read-out unit has feedback connec-
tions to the reservoir (xi units) through multiplica-
tion of z(t) with a vector ~wf . The elements of this
vector are fixed and are set according to a sample
from the uniform distribution of U(−1, 1). In sum-
mary, after the Rank1-RRNN network is initialized,
only the vector ~w which connects the units ri with
the read-out unit z is optimized during training. For
more details see [17] and references therein.
When the connectivity of xi units is set according
to N(0, 1√
pN
), the spectrum of the adjacency matrix
M appears to be distributed homogeneously within
the unit circle in the complex plane, as discussed
in [33]. Accordingly, the eigenvalues of the scaled
matrix gM are distributed within the circle of radius
g, as shown in the first row of Fig. 2. When we
add additional connections to and from the read-
out unit z we obtain the matrix M˜ , of dimension
(N + 1) × (N + 1), i.e additional column vector ~w
and row vector ~w′f
M˜ =
(
M ~wf
~wT 0
)
.
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Figure 2: FORCE Learning for Rank1-RNN. (A) Spectrum of gM (scaled reservoir matrix (top)),
gM˜(T ) (scaled combined matrix at last step of FORCE training (middle)) and J(T ) (Jacobian matrix at the
last step of FORCE training (bottom)) for three values of g = 1, 1.5, 1.8. (B) Training (blue) and testing
(green) performance in the range of g ∈ [1, 2] values. Each point stands for a single trial. (C) FORCE training
(blue) and testing (green) performance for three examples of one-dimensional target functions (red).
Notably, M˜ will be modified since ~w is optimized.
Over the training period, the spectrum of gM˜ ap-
pears to remain similar to the initial spectrum. This
is expected since only a single dimension of the ma-
trix is being updated [34]. We show the spectrum of
gM˜ at the last step of training (T ) in the second row
of Fig. 2A. The spectrum of M˜ is distinct from the
spectrum of M by having eigenvalues being placed
outside of the circle of radius g in the complex plane.
In the case of g = 1 and g = 1.5 there are a hand-
ful of eigenvalues, and in the case of g = 1.8 there
are many such eigenvalues. To better estimate the
stability of training, we compute the Jacobian J(t)
of ~x(t), current state at time t, with respect to ~x(0)
the initial state at t = 0 [30]. The Jacobian J(t) is
defined as follows
J(t) = −I+(gM+ ~wf ~w(t)T )×diag(~1−tanh(~x(t))2)
(3)
and is a matrix of dimension N ×N . Since Forward
Euler (FE) scheme is used to evolve Eq. 1 in time,
we identify the stability region of the scheme with
respect to J(t) spectrum. The stability region of FE
is a circle in the complex plane centered at −∆t−1
with radius of ∆t−1. As ∆t decreases, its radius
grows and the center moves to the left such that in
the limit ∆t→ 0 the circle covers the whole negative
real quadrant. This indicates that for finite ∆t the
right boundary of the circle asymptotes to the imag-
inary axis is a critical stability boundary since it is
easier for eigenvalues to cross the right boundary
and introduce instability into the network. When
the eigenvalues are placed within the stability circle,
|∆t×λJ | < 1, it indicates that the evolution/training
is contracting, and when there are eigenvalues out-
side of the stability circle, |∆t×λJ | > 1, it indicates
that the evolution could be unstable. For robust
learning it is therefore desirable to keep the eigenval-
ues of the Jacobian within the stability circle with
several of them being close to the boundary of the
circle such that the evolution does not vanish.
In the third row of Fig. 2A we choose ∆t = 0.1
and plot λJ(t) along with a unit circle (solid-red line)
and the right boundary of FE stability circle (dashed-
red line). We inspect the spectrum of J(t) at the
last step of training (T ), i.e. λJ(T ), to investigate
whether λJ(T ) indeed exhibits such properties. We
observe that only for g = 1.5, J(T ) has the desired
distribution of the spectrum such that eigenvalues
appear exclusively inside the unit circle and on its
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boundary. However, for g = 1 and g = 1.8, the
spectrum has too many eigenvalues either inside or
outside the boundary, see the zoom-in inserts in the
third row of Fig. 2A. Such observations are consistent
with FORCE learning being successful exclusively
in the edge-of-chaos regime of g = [1.3, 1.5] [17].
We therefore further investigate the sensitivity
of FORCE learning to variation of g by setting
the target function as a superposition of four sine
waves and following the experiments in [17]. We
train the network with uniformly spaced values of
g in the range g ∈ [1, 2] with a step of 0.1 and re-
peated trials (8) for each g. Our results are shown
in Fig. 2B where we plot the Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) as a function of g, such that MAE de-
fined as MAE =
∑T
i=1 |f(t)− z(t)|/T . Our results
indicate that FORCE learning is indeed sensitive and
performs optimally in a narrow range of g values,
namely interval of gFopt = [1.3, 1.5]. The narrow
performance regime appears to be consistent across
target functions that we tested. In Fig. 2C we show
the performance of Rank1-RRNN with three differ-
ent target functions f(t): (i) superposition of five
sine waves (multi-periodic), (ii) rapidly changing
superposition (discontinuous) (iii) superposition of
four sine waves and Gaussian noise (noisy). During
training with g below gFopt (e.g. g = 1) the read-
out unit z(t) typically follows the target, however
during testing, the network dissipates information
and eventually z(t) ‘looses’ the pattern learned dur-
ing training. We note that for some signals (e.g.,
discontinuous target) even under constant training
updates the error does not reduce to zero. When the
value of g is above the interval gFopt (e.g. g = 1.8)
the network becomes sensitive during testing such
that the error grows rapidly and the generated se-
quence z(t) diverges from the ground truth target.
Furthermore, even in the narrow range of gFopt (e.g.
g = 1.5), while Rank1-RRNN appears to effectively
learn various patterns and consistently predict them
over time, outliers still occur in some cases (e.g.,
noisy target).
These experimental results are consistent with
the interpretation of J(T ) spectrum distribution in
Fig. 2A. When g = 1, most of the eigenvalues are
inside the stability circle (dashed-red circle). This
case corresponds to a lossy system which dissipates
information. On the other hand, when there are
too many eigenvalues outside the stability circle, the
system is expected to be unstable, as shown for the
case of g = 1.8. Ideal situation appears to be the
situation where there are some eigenvalues hovering
around the circle as in the case of g = 1.5, while the
majority is located within the circle. Indeed such a
condition was proposed as a potential criterion for
preserving long-term dependency [30].
Given these results for Rank1-RRNN our aim is to
explore whether alternative approaches can provide
more stable and consistent performance for a wider
range of values the scaling parameter g. We propose
a novel method, Robust FORCE (R-FORCE),
which initializes M to a distribution that makes a
full use of FORCE training, i.e., designed to keep
λJ(t) in the stability range.
3. R-FORCE Initialization
According to our findings, we seek for approaches
to initialize network connectivity such that the net-
work will be in an optimal state for FORCE learning.
Rank1-RRNN Jacobian J(t) (Eq. 3) is controlled
by four different quantities, namely ~w(t), ~x(t), ~wf
and M . The first three quantities are vectors and
expected to have low-rank (rank 1) impact on the
connectivity. Thereby, they are not expected to sig-
nificantly impact the distribution of J(t) [34]. We
also empirically verify this conjecture and confirm
that during training and testing, J has similar spec-
trum as M . We therefore focus on the initialization
of M and seek for specific distributions of the ini-
tialization which lead to positioning λJ(t) in the
stability region, such that λJ(t) are hovering around
the stability circle for all times.
One possibility for initialization of M is to con-
strain it to be an antisymmetric matrix as imple-
mented for RNN in related work [30]. Such con-
straint guarantees that for Rank1-RRNN all eigen-
values of M will be positioned on the imaginary axis.
While this condition is enough for a stable ODE,
discretization of Forward Euler can introduce insta-
bility. Antisymmetric RNN can be also combined
with a diffusion term as proposed in [30], however,
as we find, such a condition is insufficient to keep
λJ(t) in the stability range for all t. This initializa-
tion typically results with instabilities that develop
with evolution of the sequence. We thereby conclude
that additional constraints on the distribution of the
elements of M are needed.
We call the new initialization of M : MR, and we
generate MR by generating its eigendecomposition.
Specifically, we generate the matrix VR, in which
each column is an eigenvector, and a diagonal ma-
trix DR, in which diagonal entries correspond to
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eigenvalues
MR = VR ×DR × V ′R. (4)
Notably, VR is assumed to be an orthogonal matrix,
i.e. VR × V ′R = I.
Generation of MR Eigenvectors. We gen-
erate a real-valued N × N random matrix MN
from normal distribution N(0, 1). To create VR
that will produce real-valued MR we have to
make sure that VR includes conjugate pairs and
it is an orthogonal matrix [35]. We therefore
generate an antisymmetric matrix MA from MN ,
MA = MN −M ′N , which is known to have conjugate
eigenvectors. Eigendecomposition of MA provides
the desired eigenvectors matrix VR.
Generation of MR Eigenvalues. We seek
for optimal distribution of eigenvalues λMR to
satisfy the constraint that λJ(t) are positioned in
the stability range for all t. In the search for such
distribution we explored various configurations
and identified four key generating properties that
the distribution should posses. We describe the
properties below and visualize their necessity
in Fig. 3(B-G). Including these four properties
provides a generating method for initialization of
MR, namely R-FORCE distribution for initialization
of M . The R-FORCE distribution is depicted
in Fig. 3A. Effectively, R-FORCE is a random
distribution and thereby many samples will provide
stable configurations for Rank1-RRNN. Since the
elements of MR are real-valued, which implies that
eigenvalues are conjugate pairs, we only generate
half of eigenvalues and the other half is assigned
as conjugate pairs. To test the optimality of
R-FORCE distribution and compare it with other
candidate distributions we used Rank1-RRNN
with 1000 neurons and a target function f(t)
composed of superposition of four sine waves.
We alos set the scaling parameter g values uni-
formly spaced in the range g ∈ [gmin, gmax] = [1, 2].
Circular Distribution. The magnitude of
the eigenvalues plays an important role in deter-
mining the stability of the system. To generate
λMR with the same magnitude, circular distribution
centered at the origin, λMR = reiθ is convenient
since it will generate eigenvalues with identical
magnitude r and various combinations of oscillatory
(imaginary) and dissipative/expanding (real)
components. Furthermore, such distribution can be
tuned by two parameters: r, θ. We fix r and sample
θ from the uniform distribution over the closed
set [0, pi]. While such distribution is theoretically
promising, when we generate a single circle with
radius r = g, we obtain similar error curves as
in standard initialization (normal distribution)
for FORCE learning, see Fig. 3B. Specifically, we
obtain a narrow range of g values, g = [1.2, 1.4]
for which the average error is controlled, with
even larger confidence interval in this regime.
We therefore keep the convenient circular shape
(distribution of θ values) but extend the distri-
bution to include multiple circles (multiple r values).
Sets of Circles. We generate m concentric
circles, where the radius of the largest circle
is placed at 1.2 × g/gmin and the smallest at
1.4 × g/gmax. The choice for these values is
motivated by the observation that for the single
circle initialization the optimal interval of g values
turned out to be g ∈ [1.2, 1.4] and thus we would
like to extend that optimal interval to the full
range of g ∈ [1, 2]. We then generate the remaining
additional m − 2 inner circles spaced uniformly in
between the largest and smallest circles. As more
circles are introduced (m increases) we observe
improvement in performance, however, performance
does not improve indefinitely and we find similar
performance for distributions with m ≥ 4, Fig. 3C.
We thereby typically set m = 4 in further extensions
of the distribution. Analysis of the performance
indeed indicates significant improvement for low
values of g (g < 1.5), but such distribution does not
lead to same performance for g ≥ 1.5. To explore
whether radii of the inner circles could impact
the performance, we also implement non-uniform
distributed radii of m circles. We show one such
configuration with r = [0.70, 0.81, 0.88, 1.2] × g
in Fig. 3D. In comparison with the uniform
distributed case, such distribution correspond
to testing error curves more robust for g ≥ 1.5,
however, they are no longer optimal in g < 1.5 range.
Density. We vary the density of the eigen-
values in each of the circles to achieve improvement
in performance. The density, d, is varied inverse
proportionally to the radius of the circle, i.e., as r
increases d decreases. The intuition for such a rule
is that the eigenvalues with larger magnitude are
more prone to instabilities and only a few of these
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Figure 3: Circular λMR Configurations. (A) R-FORCE (optimal distribution) - Four arc segments with
appropriate overlap, nonuniform radii and variable density of eigenvalues (B) One circle with radius g, (C)
Four circles with uniform spacing (D) Four circles with nonuniform spacing, (E) Four circles with nonuniform
spacing and variable density, (F) Four arc segments with nonuniform spacing and variable density (G) Four
arc segments with overlap (inappropriate), nonuniform spacing and variable density. Top row: λMR in the
complex plane for g = 1.5. Bottom row: Test error curve for g ∈ [1, 2] when the Rank1-RRNN initialized
with the corresponding configuration.
should be included.
We show an example of a typical performance of
such distribution in Fig. 3E. Indeed, in this setup
the error curve shows improvement in performance
for all examined values of g both in terms of average
error and magnitude of the confidence interval.
However, when we focus on the performance
for g = 1.5 (the best case scenario for standard
Rank1-RRNN) such distribution does not lead to
superior performance.
Segmented Circles. Another plausible vari-
ation for the circular distribution is considering
arc segments instead of full circles. This can be
controlled by generating θ in a specific range rather
than [0, pi]. Due to the symmetry of the eigenvalues,
the arcs will be replicated on the conjugated
quadrant. We first equally divide the upper half
of the complex plane into four fan-shaped regions
without overlap, i.e., each region contains one arc
with radius ri. Then eigenvalues are sampled on
each arc separately. The radius and the density of
each arc follow the same configuration as previously
described and depicted in Fig. 3E.
The segmented configuration is shown in Fig. 3F
and its computational results indicate that it cor-
responds to an error curve with optimal values at
higher values of g, i.e. g > 1.5. According to this
observation, we notice when g > 1.5, the rightest
arc, i.e. r1, has radius close to [1.2, 1.4] which is con-
sistent with the one circle case in Fig. 3A. Thus we
deduce that assigning the right component of spec-
trum of MR into the optimal region, i.e. [1.2, 1.4]
is critical for network’s stability. The idea leads
us to come up with the R-FORCE distribution in
Fig. 3A. This distribution is fulfilled by combining
four generating principles described above: multiple
circular sets, non-uniform distance, unequal density
and segmented sets. Four circles are used in this
setup. The radii are [0.7, 0.72, 0.9, 1.2]× g labeled as
r1, r2, r3, r4, respectively. The density of each circle
is set according to the following formula obtained
based on empirical computations
li =
g2
|ri − 1.15| ; di = Q×
li∑k
j=1 lj
i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
(5)
[Q, k] =
{
[100%, m], if rmax ≤ 1.55
[99%, m− 1], otherwise
Here di is the percentage of eigenvalues to be placed
on the i-th circle with the radius ri. We also im-
plement a threshold of radius of the largest circle
to determine Q and k. When the largest radius is
greater than this threshold, we only place 1% of
eigenvalues on this circle and distribute the other
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Figure 4: R-FORCE Initialization Properties. (A) λMR in the complex plane. (B) Histogram of MR
elements. (C) Q-Q plot of MR elements (blue) vs normal distribution (red). (D) Evolution of λJ(t) over time
for no-training (top row), during training (middle row) and during testing (bottom row) with respect to the
stability circle of FE (red)(∆t = 0.1). Zoom-in into the right boundary of the stability circle is shown below.
In all plots g is set to g = 1.5.
99% in accordance with di. Otherwise, all eigenval-
ues are assigned in accordance with di.
The angle for each circle are set as follows: when
g < 1.8, the three non-overlapping circles with
r1, r2, r3 are distributed over θ1 ∈ [60◦, 120◦],
θ2 ∈ [120◦, 180◦] and θ3 ∈ [0◦, 60◦]. When g ≥ 1.8,
the distribution changes to θ1 ∈ [72◦, 144◦], θ2 ∈
[0◦, 72◦] and θ3 ∈ [144◦, 180◦] The circle r4 overlaps
with r3 for low values of g (g < 1.4) and otherwise
overlaps with r1.
To verify the necessity of moving circles around,
we show another setup in Fig. 3G where angular
positions of four arcs are fixed and r4 overlaps with
r2 for all g. It turns out that the testing error curve
is similar to the one in Fig. 3F since their right
components of the spectrum are identical.
4. R-FORCE Properties
We investigate R-FORCE distribution properties
by comparing the reservoir connectivity matrix ini-
tialized according to R-FORCE (MR) against stan-
dard initialization (M) for a fixed value of g (g = 1.5).
The generated spectrum of MR is shown in Fig. 4A.
In Fig. 4B we depict the histogram of MR elements.
It appears that the majority of the weights are dis-
tributed according to a normal distribution between
−0.1g and 0.1g as in M . To quantify the similar-
ity between the two distributions, we compute the
Quantile-Quantile plot (qq-plot) between MR and
normal distribution shown in Fig. 4C. Indeed, the
upper segment of the blue line represents the ma-
jority of entries in MR and is closely aligned with
the red line that represents the normal distribution.
However, the lower segment of the blue line appears
to depart from the normal distribution (quantiles
< −3 which correspond to elements < −0.2g) and
indicates that there is a small amount of negative
elements in MR that do not follow the normal dis-
tribution. These elements are shown in the zoom-in
inset of Fig. 4B. Such tail distribution can be at-
tributed to the constraints that we applied to the
generation of λMR .
We proceed and investigate how MR spectrum is
modified during training and what are the properties
that contribute to stability. In Fig. 4D, we follow
the same setup used in third row of Fig. 2A where
∆t = 0.1. We plot λJR(t) along with the unit cir-
cle(red line) and the right boundary of FE stability
circle (dashed-red line) for representative time steps
and different evolution scenarios: (i) before training
(top), (ii) during training (middle) and (iii) during
testing (bottom). We also zoom-in into the right
part of the spectrum for these three scenarios. In
(i) λJ exhibits only minor fluctuations during evo-
lution. This is expected since all the weights are
fixed and the fluctuations are due to the evolution of
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Figure 5: R-FORCE Learning for Rank1-RNN. (A) Spectrum of gMR (scaled reservoir matrix (top)),
gM˜R(T ) (scaled combined matrix at last step of FORCE training (middle)) and J(T ) (Jacobian matrix
at the last step of FORCE training (bottom)) for three values of g = 1, 1.5, 1.8. (B) Training (blue) and
testing (green) performance in the range of g ∈ [1, 2] values. Each point stands for a single trial. Comparison
between R-FORCE(green) and FORCE (dashed-gray) error curves (C) R-FORCE training (blue) and testing
(green) performance for three examples of one-dimensional target functions (red). Compare with FORCE
performance in Fig. 2.
~x(t) term in Eq. 3. The zoom-in plots show that the
fluctuations are not visually noticeable near the right
component of the stability circle. Notably, this spec-
trum stays near the boundary for all time-step which
is the optimal condition for training and implies this
network is trainable.
During training, however, the spectrum undergoes
significant changes, especially in its right component
(scenario (ii)). We observe that the eigenvalues lo-
cated near the right boundary of the circle oscillate
back and forth. This behavior hints at the ability of
the network to learn to generate periodic and time
evolving sequences through specific oscillations of
eigenvalues across the critical circle boundary. We
observe such oscillations during testing as well (sce-
nario (iii)). This indicates that the network learns
and memorizes this evolution pattern during training
and is capable to reproduce it during testing.
5. R-FORCE Target-Learning
Rank1-RRNN Architecture: We demon-
strate R-FORCE performance on target-learning
task with Rank1-RRNN architecture. R-FORCE
results are shown in Fig. 5 and we first show λgMR ,
λgM˜R and λJR(T ) trained on multi-periodic target
with g = 1, 1.5, 1.8, where R notation corresponds to
initiation of M with R-FORCE. Consistently with
the construction of R-FORCE, we find only a few
samples of λJR(T ) outside of the stability circle and
several eigenvalues positioned near the stability cir-
cle. Notably, while it can be observed that the dis-
tribution of λJR(T ) is of different non-trivial shape
for each value of g, the rightmost component of the
spectrum is similar. This indeed demonstrates the
contribution of the right component of spectrum to
stability.
In correspondence with Fig. 2B, in Fig. 5B we
show the error curves of R-FORCE learning of the
multi-periodic target in the range of g ∈ [1, 2]. We
then compare R-FORCE error curves with the error
curves of FORCE for the same target function and
g values. As can be observed, R-FORCE (solid-
green line) target-learning corresponds to a wider
operational regime (average error is controlled for all
tested g values) while for FORCE (dashed-gray line)
there are g values for which learning does not succeed,
i.e., the error is not controlled. Furthermore, when
comparing R-FORCE error with the lowest error
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Error ([MAE ± CI]× 10−2) g = 1.0 g = 1.5 g = 1.8 All g[1 : 2]
FORCE 82± 3.2 12± 3.6 82± 3.2 55.6± 10.87
R-FORCE (Our) 10± 22 5.3± 8.4 8.4± 17 6.3± 3.0
Table 1: Performance on Target-Learning Task with Rank1-RRNN. Error (MAE (×10−2) and CI
of P = 0.99) are computed for FORCE and R-FORCE for various values of g on the same target function
(multi-periodic).
Error ([MAE ± CI]× 10−2) g = 1.0 g = 1.5 g = 1.8 All g[1 : 2]
FORCE 47± 9.1 5.2± 13 48± 2.5 30.9± 3.9
Full-FORCE 55± 46 9.2± 15 76.7± 5.9 40.6± 8.76
R-FORCE (Our) 9.7± 3.7 2.1± 0.48 1.6± 2.7 2.7± 1.7
Table 2: Performance on Target-Learning Task with RankN-RRNN. Error (MAE (×10−2) and CI of
P = 0.99) are computed for FORCE, Full-FORCE and R-FORCE for various values of g for the multi-periodic
target function.
Figure 6: Activity of Randomly Selected Neu-
rons. Activity of three neurons randomly selected
from reservoirs of FORCE (top) and R-FORCE (bot-
tom) Rank1-RRNN before training (red), during
training (blue) and after training (green). The tar-
get is chosen as a superposition of four sine waves
(multi-periodic). The evolution is shown for three
representative values of g, g = 1, 1.5, 1.8.
that FORCE can achieve at gFopt we observe that
R-FORCE achieves a consistently lower error for this
same gFopt value. We summarize the comparison
with a quantitative study of computing both MAE
and CI (with P = 99%) for a range of g ∈ [1, 2]
and show the results in Table 1. Indeed R-FORCE
consistently performs with significantly lower error
in terms of MAE and the upper value of CI for all
g values that we tested. On average, R-FORCE
achieves an order of magnitude improvement over
FORCE.
In Fig. 5C we visually show the performance of
Rank1-RRNN for three example target functions (i)
multi-periodic (ii) discontinuous and (iii) noisy for
three representative values of g (g = 1, 1.5, 1.8) as
was done for standard FORCE learning. We obtain
that R-FORCE generates a visually indistinguishable
output from the ground-truth target, even when the
training is done with noisy target. For comparison,
FORCE learning on these targets was able to achieve
the same shape of the output only for gFopt and
training with noise dampened performance.
In Fig. 6 we randomly select three units from
the reservoir of Rank1-RRNN trained with FORCE
(top) and R-FORCE (bottom) for g = 1, 1.5, 1.8
and compare their activity evolution before training
(red), during training (blue) and after training
(testing) (green). It appears that before training,
the units in R-FORCE Rank1-RRNN have similar
evolution to units in FORCE Rank1-RRNN except
for mild differences in the amplitude (R-FORCE
units amplitudes appear to be normalized). During
training, however, there are significant differences
between the two networks. R-FORCE units appear
to approximately follow the shape (or part of it) and
the periods of the target while FORCE units are
noisy and exhibit a variety of periods and oscillation
patterns. Such behavior persists in R-FORCE units
after training while FORCE units become noisier
after training for non-optimal g values.
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Figure 7: R-FORCE Performance on RankN-
RRNN. (Top) RankN-RRNN architecture: The
connections within the reservoir and the read-out
connections (green) are optimized during training.
Recurrences are integrated into the reservoir. (Bot-
tom) Error curves for R-FORCE RankN-RRNN
training (blue), testing (green) and comparison
with FORCE RankN-RRNN (dashed-gray) and Full-
FORCE (dotted-gray) for interval of g ∈ [1, 2].
Higher-Rank RRNN Architecture. We
continue and further test the performance of R-
FORCE initialization with higher rank networks, i.e.,
RRNN where more weights undergo optimization.
Specifically, RankN-RRNN architecture, depicted
in Fig. 7(top) and proposed in [17], supports
training of the weights within the reservoir and
the readout weights, i.e., the connectivity matrix
M and weights w are being optimized (green). In
such a network the feedback loop, weights wf ,
are removed since recurrences within the reservoir
support bi-directional flow.
We compare RankN-RRNN performance on
target-learning task when it is initialized with
FORCE and R-FORCE. We also compare the per-
formance with Full-FORCE which proposed an addi-
tional auxiliary network along with high-rank RRNN
to achieve robustness in target-learning [18]. For
all the methods, we tested the performance on the
same multi-periodic target function and with same
g values in the interval g ∈ [1, 2]. Fig. 7 (bot-
tom) shows the error curves for the training perfor-
mance of R-FORCE (left-blue), testing performance
of R-FORCE with individual points (middle-green)
and comparison of the error curves obtained by
R-FORCE, Full-FORCE and FORCE (solid-green,
dotted-gray, dashed-gray).
These results indicate that R-FORCE achieves a
bounded and effective testing error for all g values
that we tested similarly to Rank1-RRNN but with
even lower error. This is not the case for FORCE
method which still achieves a bounded error in a
narrow interval of g ∈ [1.3− 1.5] and Full-FORCE
which achieves a bounded error in the interval of
g ∈ [1.1 − 1.5]. Furthermore, at the optimal gopt
values of FORCE (gopt = 1.5) and Full-FORCE
(gopt = 1.5), R-FORCE achieves a lower error and
narrower CI by a significant margin, see zoom-in
inset in Fig. 7.
We also show a quantitative comparison between
the three methods in Table 2 where we demonstrate
that R-FORCE with RankN-RRNN architecture ob-
tains a two-fold improvement in accuracy in compar-
ison with R-FORCE with Rank1-RRNN, while other
methods are unable to harness the higher dimension
of optimization parameters for significant accuracy
improvement.
6. Modeling and Learning Multi-
dimension Targets with R-FORCE
Typical target functions in applications are
multi-dimensional sequences represented as spatio-
temporal time-series. For example, modeling body
joints dynamics involves modeling simultaneously
all positions of the joints, i.e., their 3D coordinates
evolving in time. Also biological networks of neurons
are processing multi-variate time-dependent stimuli
and signals. We thereby proceed and examine the
performance of R-FORCE on the task of target-
learning of human body movements. Consistently
with one-dimensional target functions experiments
we compare R-FORCE results with FORCE and
Full-FORCE.
We use the Physical Rehabilitation Movements
Data Set (UI-PRMD) which contains positions and
angles of body joints for 10 common exercises per-
formed by patients in physical therapy and rehabil-
itation programs, such as deep squat, hurdle step,
etc [33]. We represent each movement as a matrix
where the (x, y, z) coordinates of 22 joints (such
as head, spine, waist, etc) are elements of 66 di-
mensional column vector. The vector is sampled
with frequency of 30Hz over the course of the move-
ment. To learn to generate the movements we setup
a Rank1-RRNN with 66 read-out units such that
each unit represents a single coordinate of a joint.
The network also contains a fixed reservoir of 400 or
1000 units and each read-out unit linearly integrates
the activity of the neurons in the reservoir. Each
unit also transfers information back to the reservoir
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Figure 8: Generation of body joints move-
ments (66 coordinates) with Rank1-RRNN.
(A) Rank1-RRNN with 66 read-out units for genera-
tion of joint movements time-series. (B) Errors of
FORCE (blue), Full-FORCE (cyan) and R-FORCE
(green) in generating evolution of deep squat move-
ment. Each dot corresponds to a read-out unit. Red
cross stands for the read-out unit with the largest er-
ror in each of the methods. (C) The evolution of the
read-out unit with the largest error and the ground-
truth target (red). (D) Skeleton visualizations of the
movements used for performance estimation.
through a feedback layer typical to Rank1-RRNN,
Fig. 8 A. We train the network on each of the move-
ments. To obtain sufficient data for training we
concatenate the series such that they repeat for 15
episodes and we normalize the values such that they
are in the range of [−1, 1]. For testing, we recon-
struct the normalized generated sequences back to
the original range.
In Fig. 8 ABC we demonstrate the performance of
R-FORCE (green), Full-FORCE (cyan) and FORCE
(blue) at optimal g value (g = 1.5) for each method
in generating the sequences for the 66 coordinates
representing the deep-squat body movement. In such
movement most of the joints exhibit intricate rapidly
evolving functions as shown in Fig. 8A. In Fig. 8B we
show the error for the three methods being compared,
where each coordinate (read-out unit) is a dot. Our
results indicate that among the compared methods,
R-FORCE achieves the most optimal accuracy with
the tightest CI. The extent of CI and specifically the
number of outliers from the CI play a critical role
in the robust generation of the desired movement.
We demonstrate the generated evolution of the out-
lying coordinate with the largest error in Fig. 8C.
As can be observed, the sequences generated by
FORCE (blue) or Full-FORCE (cyan) diverge from
the ground-truth target (red) after a short period
of time (less than a single episode of the movement)
while the sequence with the largest error generated
by R-FORCE (green) generates similar sequence for
a long time. This experiment demonstrates that even
in the optimal regime where many sequences will
be generated approximately well, outliers which are
inevitable in FORCE and Full-FORCE will impact
the overall generation of multi-dimensional target
functions. R-FORCE appears to minimize the CI
along with the average error and thus exhibit a more
robust performance.
We further test the performance of R-FORCE on
five different movements in the database (examples
shown in Fig. 8D), various numbers of neurons in the
reservoir (400 (Rank1-RRNN-400) and 1000 (Rank1-
RRNN-1000)) and three values of the parameter g.
We summarize the performance and compare it with
the performance of other methods in Table 3. R-
FORCE consistently achieves the best error interval
for all configurations and movements that we have
tested. In the cases of non-optimal choice of g param-
eter, g = 1, 1.8, R-FORCE achieves improvement
of approximately an order of magnitude than the
methods it is compared with. For an optimal choice
of the parameter g, g = 1.5, R-FORCE learning ap-
plied to Rank1-RRNN-1000 outperforms any other
tested network architecture and training method.
Furthermore, we observe that the application of R-
FORCE to a smaller network, Rank1-RRNN-400,
outperforms other methods using Rank1-RRNN-400
on all tested movements. It also performs similarly
or better than the performance of these methods
with Rank1-RRNN-1000 architecture. Thereby, R-
FORCE-400 training can be used as a means for
speed-up of training (e.g. for the deep squat move-
ment, R-FORCE-400 training time is ≈ 8min, while
FORCE-1000 and Full-FORCE-1000 running times
are ≈ 50min and ≈ 90min respectively).
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Methods Deep Squat Right Arm Right Leg Hurdle Step Right Arm
Scaption Raise Raise
Optimal Regime (g = 1.5) Total Error ×10−2
Full-FORCE-400 8.5± 3.2 16± 6.4 5.7± 1.6 14± 6.7 11± 5.0
FORCE-400 6.9± 2.6 12± 5.8 4.0± 1.9 3.5± 2.4 5.0± 2.7
Full-FORCE-1000 4.4± 2.1 4.5± 2.3 3.0± 0.7 3.8± 1.0 4.0± 0.9
FORCE-1000 3.0± 2.9 5.2± 3.7 2.1± 1.2 3.8± 2.7 2.0± 1.5
R-FORCE-400 (Our) 3.3± 1.7 4.2± 1.7 1.9± 0.7 3.3± 1.4 3.7± 2.3
R-FORCE-1000 (Our) 1.0± 0.3 1.9± 0.9 0.9± 0.8 1.9± 4.9 1.5± 1.2
Non-Optimal (Quiescent) Regime (g = 1.0) Total Error ×10−2
Full-FORCE-1000 88± 8.7 40± 11 78± 7.4 76± 17 82± 5.5
FORCE-1000 81± 4.7 73± 4.5 63± 8.2 80± 6.5 72± 4.2
R-FORCE-1000 (Our) 2.4± 0.6 2.6± 1.6 1.3± 0.3 5.7± 4.3 2.2± 1.0
Non-Optimal (Chaotic) Regime (g = 1.8 ) Total Error ×10−2
Full-FORCE-1000 86± 29 75± 14 47± 7.5 76± 17 72± 13
FORCE-1000 63± 9.5 49± 11 21± 7.7 42± 9.0 42± 10
R-FORCE-1000 (Our) 7.9± 3.9 4.5± 2.2 2.9± 2.1 8.7± 5.8 4.4± 2.0
Table 3: Performance on Target-Learning (Pattern Generation) of Body Joints Movements with
Rank1-RRNN. FORCE, Full-Force and R-FORCE accuracy is evaluated for five different movements, 400
(Rank1-RRNN-400) and 1000 (Rank1-RRNN-1000) neurons in the reservoir and three values of the parameter
g.
7. Discussion
Random RNN (RRNN) are insusceptible for train-
ing using standard optimization methods. Here we
introduce the R-FORCE initialization method for
RRNN connectivity prior to training. When the
initialization is followed with FORCE learning it
facilitates significantly more robust target-learning
performance than current approaches for a wide
regime of RRNN intrinsic dynamics and network
architectures. We infer the R-FORCE distribution
of weights with a series of computational experi-
ments and formulate the outcome as four generating
principles. These principles constrain the spectrum
of the Jacobian of the network to remain in a well
balanced regime in which the network is both stable
and trainable.
Our method is inspired by related work which
proposed that connectivity distribution according
to orthogonal or anti-symmetric adjacency matrices
will initialize the spectrum of the Jacobian near
the unit circle and hence will set the network in
the desired balanced regime [30]. However, as we
show, such placement of eigenvalues is insufficient
to achieve connectivity that corresponds to a well
balanced regime and to provide long term stability.
In particular, further conditions that we infer in this
work are required.
Our analysis of R-FORCE distribution indicates
that it is similar to the normal distribution with
several exceptions. RRNN wired according to the
normal distribution have been well studied [12, 36].
These networks exhibit intrinsic dynamics that are
either quiescent or chaotic. Training of RRNN initi-
ated from such distribution was shown to be robust
exclusively in the parameter range of edge-of-chaos
(transition from quiescent to chaotic dynamics in
terms of parameter g which amplifies interactions).
A close inspection of R-FORCE distribution indi-
cates negative weights which deviate from the normal
distribution and form a longer tail on the negative
axis of the distribution. This observation points out
that the negative weights succeed to confine the spec-
trum of the Jacobian not only during training but
also during testing, i.e., when the weights are fixed.
Such a property suggests that negative (inhibitory)
weights have an important role in balancing the dy-
namics of the network and could be configured with
the initialization that we infer. Indeed, in biological
neural networks, balance of excitation and inhibition
has been found to be a critical requirement for a
proper function of the network [37, 38, 39]. Our work
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strengthens these findings and provides additional
insights into the generating rules of the distribution
of connectivity that generic networks need to have
to exhibit robust functionality.
Notably, R-FORCE is different from approaches
which control the robustness of RNN by regular-
ization of the weights while the network is being
trained or tested, e.g., [40, 41, 42]. In contrast to
these methods, R-FORCE is an initialization pro-
cedure and aims to place the network apriori in an
optimal distribution such that it would be suited
for robust training and performance. In particular,
we show that R-FORCE is even successful in sta-
bilizing training and functionality of Rank1-RRNN
architecture. For these networks, initialization plays
a key role since the majority of weights remains
fixed from origination and only a fraction of the
weights are optimized during training. Thereby our
findings are potentially indicative of how generic
networks of neurons are optimally structured to be
‘amenable for learning’ and potentially an interface
between computational research of optimal wiring
of RRNN and anatomical wiring of brain networks
(i.e., connectomics [43, 44, 45]).
We demonstrate that R-FORCE performance
on target-learning task is superior to previously
proposed approaches. R-FORCE achieves both a
smaller average error and a narrower confidence inter-
val, i.e., fewer outlying cases in which the sequence
generated by the network deviates from the target
in short-time. Outliers are critical in modeling and
generating multi-dimensional targets. As the dimen-
sion increases, the probability for an outlier to occur
in one of the dimensions of the sequence is effec-
tively multiplied. For example, for multi-periodic
sequences that we have tested, we estimate that
prior methods probability for outliers is 15% for
FORCE and 7% for Full-FORCE in the optimal
regime of their performance. This indicates that for
sequences with higher dimension than 15, it is almost
surely guaranteed that at least one of the dimen-
sions(sequences) will not be generated correctly and
will be an outlier. For R-FORCE, for most architec-
tures and parameter settings that we have examined
we did not observe short-time outliers. We estimate
that the probability for outliers in R-FORCE is less
than 1%. This allows us to safely model sequences
with 100 dimensions with R-FORCE. We demon-
strate the impact of R-FORCE learning on modeling
five examples of 3D body joint dynamics. Each
movement is represented with 66 sequences, i.e. 330
sequences in total, where each sequence is a differ-
ent target function. Our experiments indicate that
R-FORCE is capable to generate these sequences
with typical total error error of O(10−2) and not
exceeding O(10−1).
In summary, R-FORCE initialization facilitates
robust performance of the target-learning task. We
have demonstrated the principles upon which R-
FORCE distribution is generated and provided an
algorithmic way to generate the distribution. Our
results are generic and applicable for a wide range
of networks and tasks since we demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of R-FORCE on challenging targets (e.g.,
noisy and highly dynamic) and network architectures
(e.g., low-rank RRNN).
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